
Why do We Need a Special Scale to 
Measure Intensity of Sound? 

•  Your ears are amazing. If we call the quietest 
sound you can hear energy level 1, we would have 
to give the loudest sound you can hear (without 
your ear getting hurt) a value of about 
5,000,000,000. (yes that is billions!) 

•  At low levels, a very small change is noticeable. 
•  At higher levels, it takes a bigger jump to be 

perceived. 
•  So a scale of “1 to 5,000,000,000” is not easy to 

work with. Is “from 3 to 4” equal to “4,000,000,003 to 4,000,000,000,004”? 
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Decibels and Intensity 
–  Technically, 1 decibel is “1/10 of a Bel”.     

•  Importantly, it is a ratio that… 
•  Helps compare the intensity of one sound to another, 

•  Describes relative “intensity” 
•  Describes sound in a way that “sounds right” and that 

matches what our ears perceive. 

•  And it is used for all editing controls. 
•  1 dB is about the smallest change we can hear. 
•  2 dB change we would notice without being told. 
•  3 dB+ increase in sound system volume requires a 

doubling of power from the amplifier. 
•  6 dB decrease is perceived to be twice as far away. 
•  10 dB+ is perceived to be about twice as loud. 
•  .5 db can change the character of a mix dramatically. 
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dB uses a “log*” scale 

• The difference in energy rises dramatically as you go up, line to 
line. But To our ears, the difference in loudness between 1 and 
2 db or between 21 and 22 db is about the same.  

• And the difference between, say 30 and 40 dB, seems “twice as 
loud” And so does 90 to 100 dB. 

• And finally, if we take any control, at any starting value, and 
move the value up by 2 dB, it will produce a change that seems 
“just a bit louder.” 

*Logarithm.

(This box has a 
helpful technical 
explanation you 
are not required 
to remember.) 

Each horizontal 
line represents 
the same 
amount of 
energy as the 
one below it. 
And it gets 
crowded as you 
go up! 
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The law of conservation  
of energy in dBs 
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Typical dB Levels in Life 

•  No sound 
•  Breathing 
•  Whisper @ 4’ 
•  Office ambience 
•  Conversation @ 4’ 
•  Family car passing 
•  Loud band 

•    0 dB 
•  10 dB 
•  40 dB 
•  50 dB 
•  60 dB 
•  80 dB 

•  110 dB 
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Sample: “OneTwoDecibelChanges 
available on drbraukmann.com 

-1dB   +1db            -2dB   +2dB     +3dB 
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Hardware uses a different 
dB Scale of volts 
Important to you when you connect 
 hardware. Don’t plug a +4 dBu output into a -10 dBv input. 

dBv and dBu are used to identify inputs - outputs 
–  An input is a connection that allows a signal to be brought in. 
–  An output is a connection that sends the signal to another piece 

of equipment. 
•  Why important? To avoid clipping distortion and noise. 
•  Pro mixing hardware inputs and outputs are marked in dB 

Must be matched to other equipment to work best. 
–  +4 dBv  or about 1.5 volts RMS   (main mixer outputs) 

•  ( V indicates compared to 1 volt, old telephone line standard ) 
–  +4 dBu  or about 1.228 volts RMS 

•  ( U indicates compared to .775 volts ) 
–  -10 dBv is about .316 volts RMS (your home stereo inputs) 
–  -40 dBv  microphone level 8 

Level Meters 
RMS vs Peak 

•  RMS is a level that reasonable average 
– A bit slow to react to quick peaks 
–  (RMS “Root Mean Squared” averaging) 

•  Peak is quicker and precise 
– No clipping can slip by undetected 

•  In Amplifiers, however, RMS Power is realistic 
•  More steady power than “Peak Power” rating 



Frequency response chart 
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A Sound Envelope 
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(“Always Deliver the Spokesman Review”) 
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Example envelope of an “object 
sound” in film: a Thunderclap 

     Attack        Sustain     Release 

Tiny Decay 

Piano Note 
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Example sound:  
Latch 
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(Reverb tail: not part of the original latch sound.) 

Latch Envelope 

Harmonics 
•  Higher frequency component of sounds that 

add color and interest 
•  Why one person’s voice sounds different 

than another 
•  Related terms 

–  Formants  harmonics in voices 
–  Overtones  harmonics in instrument sounds 
–  Timbre   descriptor of instrument overtones 
–  Partials  simple, mathematical overtones 
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Typical Harmonics/Partials 
Fundamental Frequency (example): 200 Hz 
•  x 1.5 = 300 Hz 
•  x 1.26 = 252 Hz 
•  x 2 = 400 Hz 
•  x 3 = 600 Hz 
•  x 4 = 800 Hz 
•  Etc…. 

These are typical harmonics 
produced by instruments. 
Dozens would usually be 

present, all at different 
amplitudes.  
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